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Abstract—We investigate techniques to automatically decom-
pose any XQuery query – including updating queries specified
by the XQuery Update Facility (XQUF) – into subqueries,
that can be executed near their data sources, i.e., function-
shipping. The main challenge addressed here is to ensure that
the decomposed queries properly respect XMLnode identity and
preserve structural properties, when (parts of) XML nodes are
sent over the network, effectively copying them.

We start by precisely characterising the conditions, under
which pass-by-value parameter passing causes semantic differ-
ences between remote execution of an XQuery expression and
its local execution. We then formulate a conservative strategy
that effectively avoids decomposition in such cases. To broaden
the possibilities of query distribution, we extend the pass-by-
value semantics to apass-by-fragment semantics, which keeps
better track of node identities and structural properties. The
pass-by-fragment semantics is subsequently refined to apass-by-
projection semantics by means of a novel runtime XML projection
technique, which safely eliminates most semantic differences
between the local and remote execution of an XQuery expression,
and strongly reduces message sizes. Finally, we discuss howthese
techniques can be used for updating queries, both under the
standard W3C XQUF specification, as well as under an extended
semantics that allows to update remote documents.

The proposed techniques are implemented in XRPC, a simple
yet efficient XQuery extension that enables function-shipping
by adding a Remote Procedure Call mechanism to XQuery.
Experiments on MonetDB/XQuery establish the performance
potential of our XQuery decomposition techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In this paper, we study ways to decompose anyXQUERY

query that consults multipleXML documents residing on
multiple peers into subqueries that can be executed on those
peers, i.e., function shipping. In principle, we do not wantto
restrict the form of these queries in any significant way: the
full W3C recommendedXQUERY language [3] including its
XQUF extension [7] is the starting point of our decomposition.
Our only requirement for peers to participate is running an
XML database system (XDBMS) that complies with these W3C
recommendations. The goal of this paper is to exploit the
computational power of heterogeneousXML engines on the
Web to jointly executeXQUERY and XQUF queries.

XQUERY already allows queries over distributed sources
through its support for W3C standards, in particular, the ability
to open any document on the Web through itsfn:doc(URI)
built-in function. However, the execution model implied by
those W3C standards (e.g.,HTTP) is data shipping: a fullXML

document is transported from a remote peer to the querying
peer. This means that all query execution happens locally,
i.e., at the query originator. It is well known that in many
cases this is suboptimal. For instance, an aggregation query
on a huge remoteXML document that produces only a small

result, incurs much less network cost when the aggregation
is computed remotely (function shipping) than when the huge
XML is shipped to the querying peer (data shipping).

Decomposing queries to address multiple data sources is a
well-studied optimisation problem in relational [34], object-
oriented [15], [20], and semi-structured databases [30], [31].
While it is natural (and correct) to assume that many of the
existing techniques can be carried over, theXML data model
and theXQUERY language introduce a number of particular
challenges not met elsewhere, that revolve aroundXML node
identities and structural (rather than value-based) relationships
between nodes. Previous work on distributedXML [6], [8], [32]
only focused on a restricted subset ofXQUERY queries, and did
not address the problem of transparent query decomposition,
such that these challenges did not arise.

Shipping XML Messages. Without loss of generality, we
view the subexpressions to be executed by remote peers as
XQUERY functions, that may have parameters and produce
a result. Duringremote function execution, the calling peer
(e.g., query originator) will send a request message containing
parameters to a remote peer, which executes the subexpression,
and sends back a response message containing the result.
To illustrate the challenges of distributingXQUERY, yet pre-
servingXML node identity, consider a subexpressionf($a,$b)
with two parameters$a and $b of the type node(), that is
executed remotely. Complications may arise, for instance,if
the subexpressionf() tests structuralXML relationships among
its parameters, such as“$a/parent::b is $b”. It therefore depends
on the characteristics of the subexpressionsf(), and on the way
parameters are marshaled in and out of the network messages,
to decide whether the distributed query will behave correctly.
That is, whether the distributed query is identical to local
execution (blindly copying all parameters into the message
does not work in this example).

When XML nodes must be shipped over the network, there
are two ways to preserve structural relationships. One way is
to ship the entireXML document, which defeats the purpose
of function shipping. The other way is that pieces/snippetsof
XML documents must somehow be copied into the messages,
changing the “holistic” structural properties and identities of
nodes, which may affect the semantics ofXQUERY execution
on such shipped nodes. Naively, when shipping a node, one
would ship its descendants (XML subtree), but other solutions
are also possible, and will in fact be proposed in this paper
(especially, the idea to useXML projection techniques). In
particular, the run-time projection approach contributedin this
paper tunes the shape of the shippedXML messages to the
characteristics of the query, such that a minimal amount of data
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is shipped and those structural relationships that areactually
neededare preserved.

Avoiding Callbacks. One could consider a simple “callback”
way of handlingXQUERY distribution by not sendingXML

snippets at all, but just some (global) node identifiers. Each
time when a peer needs to execute node-specificXQUERY

(XPATH) expressions on such node identifiers, this alternative
approach would communicate with the peer where the nodes
originally came from, executing the node-specific expressions
on that peer and returning the results. While such an approach
circumvents semantic problems, it has many drawbacks:(i) it
basically gives up on the desire to move computation to more
powerful peers;(ii) it introduces additional network round-
trips; (iii) it makes all distributed queries – even read-only
queries – stateful: a single query might consist of multiple
(potentially many) network requests and the query processor
on each peer must keep a session context open to guarantee
repeatable reads consistency, which causes extra memory
consumption and lock contention; and finally(iv) there would
be additional protocols needed to properly terminate such
stateful distributed queries, adding extra protocol complexity,
bookkeeping overhead and network latencies. In contrast, the
techniques introduced here lead to flexible query distribution
where subexpressions can be moved to the peer that can
most efficiently process them. Typically, each peer is visited
only once, thus network interactions are minimised and peers
can handle the subqueries in a stateless manner. Additionally,
one could also envision a network protocol that combines
“callback” query processing with our techniques, something
which might be interesting for handling distributed updating
queries (because in the defaultXQUF semantics only locally
stored documents can be updated, hence one would have to
“callback” to the peer where a node originated from, to apply
the update actions). However, given our target of Internet-
wide P2P query processing with high network latencies, we
decided against the “callback” approach in our own prototype
construction, and fully focused onXQUERY execution by
moving XML snippets and computation on them over the
network. In this paper we define and solve the problem this
approach brings in preserving semantic correctness, and also
demonstrate the efficiency of this approach.

XRPC. While our problem statement covers distributed
XQUERY in general, this research stems from the particular
context of theXRPC project [38], [39]. XRPC adds the con-
cept of Remote Procedure Call toXQUERY by introducing a
new statement:execute at {ExprSingle}{Fun(Params)}, where
ExprSingle specifies theURI (a constant or a computed one)
of the peer, on whichFun will be executed. AsXQUERY

is a compositional functional language, each query can be
chopped up in arbitrary pieces. One can then view the pieces
as functions connected together by function parameters and
results. WithXRPC, we have in principle ultimate flexibility in
the way queries can be decomposed, as it allows each function
to be executed on an arbitrary peer. An important feature on
the network protocol level isbulk RPCthat allows to handle
multiple calls to the same function (with different parameters)
in a single network interaction. BulkRPC is exploited when
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Fig. 1. XQUERY Remote Procedure Call under pass-by-value

a query contains a function call nested in anXQUERY for-
loop, which in a naive implementation would lead to as many
synchronousRPCnetwork interactions as loop iterations.XRPC

is implemented in MonetDB/XQuery [4], an open source
XQUERY engine, which we use for experimental evaluation.

XRPC also supports anew URI scheme xrpc:// in the $uri
parameter of the built-in functionsfn:put() and fn:doc(). Given
a URLxrpc://P /D, fn:put() stores theXML tree rooted at its
$node parameter on the remote peerP as documentD, which
possibly overwrites the existingD. With fn:doc(),D could then
be retrieved (overHTTP) from (theXRPC server on) peerP . As
we will see in Section VII, this extension enables supporting
updates on remote documents identified byxrpc:// URIs.

Figure 1 shows a queryQ that performs a singleXRPC

function call tofcn(), with a single parameter (a node$n from
some documentD). To make anXRPC call, the local peer
formulates aSOAP request message, which contains a deep
copy P of the node$n. The Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) is an XML -based message format commonly used by
web services [22].XRPC follows the previously mentioned
approach of copying theXML subtree of a node parameter,
which implies apass-by-valueparameter passing strategy. The
message is sent as a synchronousHTTP POST request. The
remote peer runs anHTTP server, which parses the request
message and constructs a separateXML fragment for each node
parameter (in this example a single fragmentP ′). The remote
peer then evaluates the function and serialises the result into
a response message (here, a deep copy of the result node,
denotedR). Finally, the local peer parses the response message
and constructs a separateXML fragment for each node-typed
result (hereR′), which is the result ofQ.

Problem Statement.Our goal is to rewrite anXQUERY Q
that usesXML documents withxrpc:// URIs stored at remote
peers, into an equivalent queryQ′ that usesXRPC calls to
execute parts of the query (expressed asXQUERY functions)
on those remote peers. For a queryQ, Q(D) denotes the result
of evaluatingQ over a (possibly distributed) databaseD. Two
queriesQ and Q′ are equivalent, if Q(D) = Q′(D) for any
given databaseD (under theXQUERY deep-equalsemantics).

We illustrateXQUERY decomposition as follows:
for $e in doc(“employees.xml”)//emp
where $e/@dept = doc(“xrpc://example.org/depts.xml”)//dept/@name
return $e

the URL xrpc://example.org/depts.xml implies that the remote
peerexample.org supportsXRPC, so the predicates could be
pushed as:

declare function fcn($n as xs:string) as xs:boolean
{ $n = doc(“depts.xml”)//dept/@name };
for $e in doc(“employees.xml”)//emp
where execute at { “example.org” } { fcn($e/@dept) } return $e

In this example, the parameter and return value of the function
fcn() are of atomic types. In more complex cases, nodes may
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be involved, such that potential semantic differences due to
pass-by-value should be considered (discussed in Section II),
which is our main challenge.

Contributions & Road map. Section II identifies the se-
mantic differences of remoteXQUERY pass-by-value function
evaluation with respect to standard, local function evaluation.
Section III describes anXQUERY COREbased query decompo-
sition framework. This leads in Section IV to a conservative
XQUERY decomposition strategy that avoids semantic prob-
lems simply by refraining from decomposition in all problem
cases. To make our rewrites more effective and robust against
syntactic variation, we describe normalisation and code motion
rewrite strategies. As a second contribution, Section V extends
the pass-by-value semantics with a newpass-by-fragment
message format that conserves more structural relationships
between nodes passed in a message and allows more predicates
to be distributed. Section VI introduces a newruntime XML
projection technique, which we use to generate messages that
conserve all needed structural relationships between trans-
ferredXML nodes, and thus allow even more freedom in query
decomposition. As a runtime technique, it is able to prune
XML data much more than previously described compile-
time projections [2], [5], [18]. In Section VII-A, we discuss
how updating queries can be handled, both in the normal
XQUF semantics, as well as under an extension, in which
we allow non-local documents to be updated. An evaluation
of the performance benefits of our techniques is given in
Section VIII. We discuss related work in Section IX and
conclude in Section X with outlook on future work.

declare function makenodes() as node()
{〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉/b }; ⊲ node 〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉 has parent::a

declare function overlap($l as node(), $r as node()) as boolean
{ not(empty($l//∗ intersect $r//∗)) }; ⊲ are $l and $r related?

declare function earlier($l as node(), $r as node()) as node()
{ if ($l≪$r) then $l else $r };

let $bc := makenodes(),
$abc:=$bc/parent::a ⊲ $bc has a parent $abc

return (for $node in ($bc, $abc)
let $first := earlier($bc, $abc) ⊲ always $abc
where overlap($first, $node) ⊲ always overlap
return $node)//c ⊲ returns only one 〈c/〉

TABLE I
EXAMPLE QUERY Q1

II. SEMANTIC DIFFERENCES OFPASS-BY-VALUE

There are well-defined semantic differences [38] between
evaluating anXQUERY expression locally and executing it
remotely under pass-by-value parameter passing. We discuss
these differences with a queryQ1 in Table I. This query
evaluates three functions:makenodes(), overlap() andearlier().

Problem 1: Non-downward XPath Steps. Reverse and
horizontal XPATH axis navigation (e.g.,parent, ancestor,
preceding(-sibling) and following(-sibling)) from remote func-
tion parameters always produces empty results, as pass-by-
value node serialisation only includes the descendants of a
node inside the message. Consider the following:

let $bc := execute at {“example.org”} {makenodes()},
$abc := $bc/parent::a

here, $abc evaluates to the empty sequence, instead of the
correcta-node〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉.

It is possible to evaluate downwardXPATH steps on a
sequence of remote nodes, but only if we are sure that these

nodes are orderedandnon-overlapping (otherwise, the results
of such XPATH steps will fail to respect node identity and
order, as described below).

Problem 2: Node Identity Comparisons. If a remote function
returns a sequence with two identical nodes, or two identi-
cal nodes are passed as function parameters, pass-by-value
represents them as two different copies. This leads to the
duplicate elimination problem described just above, and any
node identitycomparison will always yieldfalse. For instance:

where execute at {“example.org”}{overlap($first, $node)}

yields false, while the local query evaluation givestrue.

Problem 3: Document Order. The parameters of a function
call on a remote peer are serialised into the message in
parameter order, in separateXML fragments. Even if the pa-
rameter nodes are disjoint (makingProblem 2irrelevant), the
relative order between theseXML fragments may differ from
their original order. Thus, inter-parameter node comparisons
(“≪”, “≫”) may behave differently from the local semantics.
Consider the usage ofearlier() in Q1 as:

let $first := execute at{“example.org”} {earlier($bc,$abc)}

In both iterations, the variable$first binds to a copy of$bc,
instead of$abc, although$abc is the parent of$bc.

Another problem with document order, not revealed by
this example, could occur when comparisons of nodes from
different XML documents are executed on remote peers. The
XQuery/XPath Data Model (XDM ) [12] defines that the relative
order of nodes in different documents isimplementation-
dependent, but must bestable during the processing of the
same query. Consider the query

declare function earlier2() as boolean
{ doc(“xrpc://a.example.org/a.xml”)/a ≪

doc(“xrpc://b.example.org/b.xml”)/b };
execute at {“a.example.org”}{earlier2()} =

execute at {“b.example.org”}{earlier2()}

which, depending on how documents are ordered by the
remote peers, could returntrue or false1, while XDM requires
it to always returntrue. Note, however, that a query containing
a single call to earlier2() may return eithertrue or false,
confirming XDM , then in such queries,earlier2() could be
executed at a remote peer.

Problem 4: Interaction Between Different Calls. Additional
semantic differences can occur whenXQUERY subexpressions
(sequences) may contain nodes that were obtained as results
from different remote function calls, and these function calls,
directly or indirectly, accessed the sameXML document on
some peer. Node sequences can become intermixed by any
XQUERY construct that accepts multiple inputs, namely: se-
quence construction, and the built-in functionsunion, except,
and intersect. A special source of call-mixing is thereturn
clause of afor-loop in which remote function evaluation is per-
formed, because thereturn clause implicitly creates a sequence
that concatenates the expression result of all loop iterations
(each of which performed a semantically separate remote
function call). The result of such “mixed-call expressions” is

1Even if the two calls toearlier2() were executed on the same remote peer,
without any guarantees for consistency, the results could be different, since
each call is a separate query on the remote peer.
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that nodes returned by different calls may in fact stem from the
same document. However, node identity and ordering between
nodes from different calls is not preserved, leading to semantic
differences. For example, even if a downwardXPATH step is
applied on an input sequence containing nodes obtained from
different remote calls, the result can have the wrong order
(placing the results from the first call always before those of
the second call) and will fail to properly eliminate duplicates:

(for $node in ($bc, $abc)
let $first := execute at {“example.org”}{earlier($node,$abc)}
return $node)//c

The above twoXRPC calls produce nodes belonging to sepa-
rate XML fragments. Under pass-by-value, evaluating//c pro-
duces two separate copies ofc nodes, while in local execution
the nodes returned fromearlier() are from the sameXML

fragment, such thatXPATH steps return a duplicate-free result.

Problem 5: XQuery Built-in Functions. Various problems
may occur when evaluating certain built-in functions remotely.

1) static-base-uri(), default-collation() and current-datetime():
depend on thestatic XQUERY context.

2) base-uri() anddocument-uri(): depend on thedynamiccon-
text of node expressions.

3) root(): accesses the document root.
4) id() and idref(): return all nodes in a document with certain

ID /IDREF values.
5) lang(): accesses thexml:lang attribute of the context node

and its ancestors.

Class1 of above built-in functions is handled by extending
the XRPC message format with extra attributes such that the
remote side candeclare identical values for these context
attributes2. Class 2 is dealt with by adding these proper-
ties as attributes in theXRPC nodes (such asxrpc:element)
that enclose serialised parameter/result nodes in theSOAP

messages. Use of thefn:base-uri() and fn:document-uri() in
XRPC is substituted byxrpc:base-uri() andxrpc:document-uri()
wrappers that take these attributes into account when invoked
on XRPC parameter nodes. As solutions for Class1-2 are
available, the main problem with built-in functions is posed
by Classes3-5, which access non-descendants of parameter
nodes, and thus cannot be supported with pass-by-value.

In the remainder, we present decomposition techniques and
extensions to enhance the pass-by-value semantics, that solve
the aforementioned problems.

III. XQ UERY CORE REWRITE FRAMEWORK

XQUERY CORE [10] (abbreviatedXCORE) is a subset of
XQUERY, in which all implicit operations are made explicit.
We adopt a subset ofXCORE expressions in Table II, which is
sufficient to captureXPATH 1.0 andXQUERY FLWOR expres-
sions [10]. Additionally, we support all updating expressions
(rule UpdExpr) and the transform expression (TransformExpr)
as defined byXQUF. For reasons of space, we thus omit
repeating grammar rules for those expressions. We use a
representation ofXPATH paths in ourXCORE grammar that
keeps consecutive steps together, rather than nesting eachstep

2If static-base-uri() is not set, we ship the valuexrpc://P /doc/, so thatfn:doc()
calls with a relative documentURI call back to the originating peerP .
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“()” | ExprSingle | ExprSeq
“(” ExprSingle (“,” ExprSingle)∗ “)”
Literal | VarRef | ForExpr | LetExpr | IfExpr | CompExpr | StepExpr | UpdExpr
OrderExpr | NodeSetExpr | Constructor | FunCall | Typeswitch | TransformExpr
“$”Var
“$”QName
“for” Var “in” Expr “return” Expr
“let” Var “:=” Expr “return” Expr
“if” “(” Expr “)” ThenElse
“then” Expr “else” Expr
“typeswitch” “(”Expr“)” CaseClause+ “default” Var “return” Expr
“case” Var “as” SequenceType “return” Expr
Expr (ValueComp | NodeCmp) Expr
“=” | “! =” | “<” | “<=” | “>” | “>=”
“is” | “≪” | “≫”
Expr “order by” OrderSpecs
Expr (“ascending” | “descending”)(, OrderSpecs) ∗
Expr NodeSetOp Expr
“union” | “intersect” | “except”
(“document” | “text”) “{” Expr “}”
(“element”|“attribute”) (QName |“{”Expr“}”)“{”Expr“}”
“/” | AxisStep “::” NodeTest
RevAxis | FwdAxis | HorAxis
“ancestor” | “ancestor-or-self” | “parent”
“self” | “child” | “attribute” | “descendant” | “descendant-or-self”
“preceding” | “preceding-sibling” | “following” | “following-sibling”
“node()” | “text()” | QName | “∗”
QName “(” (Expr (“,” Expr) ∗)? “)”
InsertExpr | DelteExpr | RenameExpr | ReplaceExpr

1: Expr
2: ExprSeq
3: ExprSingle

4: VarRef
5: Var
6: ForExpr
7: LetExpr
8: IfExpr
9: ThenElse
10:Typeswitch
11:CaseClause
12:CompExpr
13:ValueComp
14:NodeCmp
15:OrderExpr
16:OrderSpecs
17:NodeSetExpr
18:NodeSetOp
19:Constructor

20:StepExpr
21:AxisStep
22:RevAxis
23:FwdAxis
24:HorAxis
25:NodeTest
26:FunCall
27:UpdExpr

TABLE II
XCORE GRAMMAR RULES

basic XQUERY query
(let $s := doc(“xrpc://A/students.xml”)/people/person,

$c := doc(“xrpc://B/course42.xml”),
$t := $s[tutor = $s/name] Q2

for $e in $c/enroll/exam where $e/@id = $t/id return $e)/grade
XCORE variant

(let $s := doc(“xrpc://A/students.xml”)/child::people/child::person return
let $c := doc(“xrpc://B/course42.xml”) return

let $t := for $x in $s return
if ($x/child::tutor = $s/child::name) then $x else ()

return for $e in $c/child::enroll/child::exam return Qc
2

if ($e/attribute::id = $t/child::id) then $e else ())/child::grade
normalised XCORE variant

(let $t := ( let $s := doc(“xrpc://A/students.xml”)/child::people/child::person
return for $x in $s return

if ($x/child::tutor = $s/child::name) then $x else () )
return for $e in (let $c := doc(“xrpc://B/course42.xml”) Qn

2
return $c/child::enroll/child::exam)

return if ($e/attribute::id = $t/child::id) then $e else ())/child::grade

TABLE III
EXAMPLE QUERY Q2

in a separatefor-loop (when allowed – the use ofposition()
precludes this). Such an optimisation is common inXQUERY

engines, and is part ofXQUERY normalisation, further de-
scribed in Section IV. Additionally, we define two new rules
for the XRPC extension [38]:

::=

::=

“excute at” “{”ExprSingle“}” “function” XRPCParam “{”Expr“}”
“()” | “(” “$”Var “:=” VarRef (“,” XRPCParam)?“)”

28:XRPCExpr
29:XRPCParam

Rule 28 identifies anxrpc:// URI in expressionExprSingle,
and declares a newanonymous functionthat is to be ex-
ecuted remotely. It is noticeable that these grammar rules
lack the expressive power to define recursive functions.
This does not matter forXQUERY decomposition, as our
decomposition strategies will not generate recursive func-
tions. We also note that the syntax defined by rules28
and 29 differs from the actualXRPC syntax (execute at
{ExprSingle}{FunApp(ParamList)}). The syntax used here is
only for presentation purpose, to avoid the need to define
all rules concerning declaration of user-defined functions.
Thus, our simpleXCORE rule without explicit user-defined
function declarations allows to express all queries in a single
ExprSingle, which in turn can be mapped to a query graph.
This simplifies the formulation of analysis steps.

A. XCore Dependency Graph

We introduce a dependency graph (d-graph) for anXCORE

query. Consider theXQUERY query Q2 in Table III, which
asks for the grade incourse42 of students having atutor who
is also astudent, and itsXCORE equivalenceQc

2.
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v1:/grade

v2:LetExpr

v3:Var[$t]

v4:LetExpr

v5:Var[$s]

v6:/person

v7:/people

v8:FunCall[doc]

v9 : Literal[· · ·
/students.xml]

v10:ForExpr

v11:Var[$x]

v12:VarRef[$s]

v13:IfExpr

v14:=

v15:/tutor

v16:VarRef[$x]

v17:/name

v18:VarRef[$s]

v19:ThenElse

v20:VarRef[$x] v21:()

v22:ForExpr

v23:Var[$e]

v24:LetExpr

v25:Var[$c]

v26:FunCall[doc]

v27 : Literal[· · ·
/course42.xml]

v28:/exam

v29:/enroll

v30:VarRef[$c]

v31:IfExpr

v32:=

v33:/@id

v34:VarRef[$e]

v35:/id

v36:VarRef[$t]

v37:ThenElse

v38:VarRef[$e]

v39:()

Fig. 2. d-graph of the normalisedXCORE variant Qn
2

in Table III

A dependency graphis a directed, ordered and connected
graphG with verticesV(G) and edgesE(G). Each vertexv is
denoted asvi:rule[val] , wherevi is a unique vertex identifier,
rule is the grammar rule represented byvi, and val is an
optional value indicating the right-hand-side ofrule. There
is a singleroot vertex without incoming edges.E(G) consists
of parse edgesEp(G) and varref edgesEv(G). Eachparse
edgeis an ordered vertex pair(u, v), whereu corresponds to
a parsing ruleru that directly causes the use of another parsing
rulerv. A varref edgeis an ordered vertex pair(w, x) denoting
a variable usage. When aVarRef rule is used, an additional
edge is created between theVarRef vertex and theVar vertex
that defines the variable.

Example 3.1:Figure 2 shows thed-graph ofQn
2 in Table III.

Solid and dashed lines represent parse and varref edges,
respectively. The variable binding in the firstlet expression
corresponds to verticesv2, . . . , v21, and verticesv22, · · · , v39

depict itsreturn clause. The edge(v6, v7) is a parse edge. The
edge(v30, v25) is a varref edge, as the variable used byv30 is
a reference of variable$c introduced byv25. Thus, a d-graph
is in essence a parse-tree with additional (dashed) edges to
indicate variable usages.

We define three types of dependency relationships upon the
reachability between two verticesx, y in V(G): (1) x “parse-
depends on”y, denoted asx

p
 y, if y is reachable fromx

via only parse edges;(2) x “varref-depends on”y, denoted as
x

v
 y, if y is reachable fromx via at least one varref edge;

and(3) x “depends on”y, denoted asx y, if eitherx
p
 y or

x
v
 y holds. The compositional nature ofXQUERY means that

x y concisely captures all semantic dependencies between
subexpressions. Consider Figure 2,v15

p
 v16, since(v15, v16)

is a parse edge;v15
v
 v11, as v11 is reachable fromv15 via

(v15, v16), (v16, v11) and (v16, v11) is a varref edge.
For a d-graphG and a vertexrs ∈ V(G), we use the term

subgraphto mean the vertex-induced subgraph ofrs, denoted
Grs

, includingrs and allu∈V(G) wherers
p
 u; rs is called

the root of the subgraph. For instance, the subgraph rooted at
vertexv22 contains verticesv22, · · · v39, but does not contain
verticesv3, . . . , v21. Throughout this paper, we use the terms
(sub)graph and (sub)query interchangeably, as a (sub)query is
represented by the induced subgraph rooted at some vertex.

B. XRPCExpr Insertion

· · ·

v2

v3

v22

v36 · · ·

v2

v3

v22

v36

v40:XRPCExpr

v41:XRPCParam
[$dot1 := $t]

Fig. 3. XRPCExpr Insertion

We can decide to evaluate a cer-
tain subgraphGrs

rooted atrs re-
motely over XRPC, by inserting a
vx:XRPCExpr node above it. This
may only be done if we can ensure
that the result of the rewritten query is identical to the original
query. Such an insertion means that a new function will be
defined that containsGrs

as its body. In the main query
graph,Grs

is replaced by a remoteXRPC call to this function,
which receives as parameters all variable references inGrs

that resolve to variable bindings outsideGrs
:

1) Insert a vertexvx:XRPCExpr, a parse edge (vx, rs), and
replace each incoming edge(vin, rs) with a new edge
(vin, vx)3.

2) For each outgoing varref edge from vertexvi∈V(Grs
) to

vj∈V(G)\V(Grs
), where edge(vi, vj)∈Ev(G) is a varref

edge as (vi:VarRef[$qname], vj :Var[$qname]), we insert
a new vertexvk, a new parse edge(vx, vk) and replace the
varref edge(vi, vj) by (vi, vk) and (vk, vj). Here,vk has
the formvk:XRPCParam[$p:=$qname], which introduces
a new variable$p and binds it to$qname in vj .

3) If there are no outgoing edges as stated instep2, we insert
a vertexvl with the form vl:XRPCParam[()] (i.e., empty
parameter), and a parse edge(vx, vl).

Example 3.2:Consider thed-graph in Figure 2. Suppose that
the subgraph rooted atv22 is identified for anXRPCExpr
insertion (Figure 3). First, insert vertexv40 and replace edge
(v2, v22) by (v2, v40) and (v40, v22). For the outgoing varref
edge(v36, v3), vertexv41 is inserted belowv40 and the varref
edge is replaced by two new varref edges:(v36, v41), (v41, v3).

IV. CONSERVATIVE DECOMPOSITION

In this and the next two sections, we first describe algo-
rithms to decompose read-onlyXCORE queries. We delay the
discussion of decomposing queries containing anyUpdExpr
andTransformExpr expressions until Section VII.

By-value Insertion Conditions. Given a d-graph G and a
subgraphGrs

of G rooted at rs, under the pass-by-value
semantics, vertexrs is in the setI(G) of valid decomposition
points(d-points), iff rs satisfies all of the following conditions:
i. ∄n∈V(G) : n.rule∈{RevAxis, HorAxis}∧ (useResult(n, rs)∨

useParam(rs, n));

ii. ∄n∈V(G) : n.rule∈ {NodeCmp, NodeSetExpr}∧ ((rs.rule∈
{NodeCmp, NodeSetExpr}∧n 6∈V(Grs))∨useResult(n, rs)∨
useParam(rs, n));

iii. ∄n ∈ V(G), ∃m ∈ V(G) : n.rule = AxisStep ∧
m.rule ∈ {ForExpr, OrderExpr, ExprSeq, NodeSetExpr,
AxisStep\{parent, preceding-sibling, following-sibling, self,
child, attribute}} ∧((useResult(n,m) ∧ m  rs) ∨

(useResult(n, rs)∧m∈V(Grs))∨(m 6∈V(Grs)∧rs
p
 n

v
 m));

iv. ∄n ∈ V(G) : n.rule = FunCall ∧ n.val ∈
{fn:root(), fn:id(), fn:idref(), fn:lang()} ∧ (useResult(n, rs) ∨
useParam(rs, n)).

3Determined by the algorithms (Section IV-VI) that compute the insertion
points (i.e., determine if a vertex may be anrs), rs is the only vertex in the
subgraphGrs that has incoming edges from vertex outsideGrs .
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where we impose these restrictions symmetrically both on
expressions that use the result of the remote expressionrs, and
on the way remote expressions (belowrs) use their shipped
parameters:

useResult(n, rs) ⇔ n rs

useParam(rs , n) ⇔ n∈V(Grs), ∃v∈V(G)\V(Grs ) : n v

Conditions i and ii guard against using any node comparisons,
and horizontal and reverseXPATH steps on shipped nodes,
avoidingProblems 1-3(Section II). Condition ii also disallows
decomposing any node comparisons, when a query contains
multiple such expressions, to avoid the problem with document
order of nodes from different documents. Condition iii avoids
using XPATH steps on shipped nodes stemming from expres-
sions that might be so-called “mixed-call sequences” (ForExpr,
ExprSeq, NodeSetExpr), avoiding Problem 4. It also guards
against sequences not in node order (ForExpr, OrderExpr)
or with nodes that may be overlapping (the restrictions on
NodeSetExpr andXPATH steps). This ensures that downwards
XPATH steps can be used on shipped node sequences that are
ordered and non-overlapping. Condition iv states that shipped
nodes may not be used as parameters of the listed built-in
functions (Problem 5).

Example 4.1:In thed-graph of example queryQn
2 (Figure 2),

we mark in grey colours thed-points identified by the conser-
vative decomposition strategy. TheXPATH step /grade that is
performed on the result of afor-loop, matches condition iii and
causes all vertices that depend onv10 and v22 (the ForExprs)
as well as all their descendants to be excluded fromI(G),
leavingv1 and the subgraphs rooted atv5 as d-points.

Interesting Decomposition Points.While a d-point may be
semantically valid, remote evaluation of the subquery below
it might be senseless. Consider thed-point v8, which contains
only an fn:doc() function call in its subgraph. Executing this
function remotely provides no performance gain, as it only
demands the shipping of a whole document. Similarly, remote
execution of expressions that do not involve anyXML docu-
ments should be avoided. Therefore, we filterd-points by first
annotating each vertexvx∈V(G) with the URI dependency set
D(vx). Here,D(vx) represents the set ofURIs that are used as
parameters offn:doc() in vertices that the vertexvx can reach
via parse edges:

D(vx) = {uri ::vy|{vy ,vz}∈E(G) : uri = vz .val ∧ vx
p
 vy∧

vy .rule=FunApp ∧ vy.val= “doc” ∧ vz .rule=Literal}

Note that we tag eachuri with the vertexvy where the
document is opened, to be able to distinguish the use of the
same document through multiplefn:doc() calls. This definition
does not cover the case that the parameter offn:doc() is
an expression instead of a literal. In those cases, we use a
wildcard symbol “∗” as uri. In this paper, the built-in func-
tion fn:collection() is treated as anfn:doc(∗), and an element
construction is assigned an artificial uniqueURI fn:doc(vi::vi).

One can use theURI dependency set to partition theV(G)
into equivalence classes, i.e., those vertices with the sameURI

dependency set belong to the same class. Using all vertices in
an equivalence class, we can consider its induced subgraph
in G, and try to handle it in a singleXRPC subquery. Thus,
we defineinteresting decomposition points(i-points)I ′(G) as
those valid insertion points that(a) are a root vertex in their

induced subgraph (if the root node happens to be aVar vertex,
we consider its value expression instead as root),(b) contain
at least onefn:doc() and (c) execute at least oneXPATH step
on thefn:doc() function:

I′(G) = {vx|vx∈I(G) : ∄vy : vy
p
 vx ∧D(vx) = D(vy) ∧

∃vz : vx
p
 vz ∧ vz .rule=AxisStep ∧∃xrpc://uri∈D(vx)}

This definition is also used by the next two algorithms to filter
d-points.

Example 4.2: In Figure 2, the two subtrees rooted at
v5 and v25 correspond to two different equivalent classes
D(v5) = {xrpc://A/students.xml :: v9} and D(v25) =
{xrpc://B/course42.xml :: v27}. However,v25 is not a valid
insertion point. The vertices inI ′(G) (coloured dark grey)
are v6 (the highest nonVar vertex in the subtree rooted atv5)
and the rootv1. Thus,I ′(G) = {v1, v6}.

Normalisation. Rewriting algorithms that operate on the
XCORE level are vulnerable to syntactic variation. In the
case of our decomposition strategy, an important vulnerability
comes from the behaviour of the strategy to ship subgraphs
consisting of parse-edges only. That is, varref-edges are not
pushed, but rather become parameters to the function. The
syntactic freedom one has inXQUERY of defining subexpres-
sions, e.g. inline or via a variable reference to a previouslet-
binding, therefore affects our strategy. For this purpose,as
part ofXCORE normalisation, we re-orderlet-bindings, moving
them as deep into the query as possible. More specifically,
let-bindings are moved to just above the lowest common
ancestor vertex (defined in terms of parse-edges) of all vertices
that reference its variable. The queryQc

2 (Table III) can be
normalised toQn

2 (Table III), which can thus be rewritten as
Qv

2 in Table IV.
The main achievement of normalisation in the above case is

to relate the call todoc(“../course42.xml”) through parse-edges
(directly calling$c in Qn

2 ), instead of varref edges (referencing
$c in Qc

2), with its use in the/child::enroll/child::exam XPATH

steps. However, these being part of aForExpr with the /grade
step on top, causes insertion condition ii to prohibit pushing
it. In the next section on pass-by-fragment, however, we will
see that normalisation was not in vain, and the query can be
decomposed intoQf

2 (Table IV).

Distributed Code Motion. The let-normalisation phase has
the effect of pushing expressions that depend on the same doc-
uments downwards, potentially below an interesting insertion
point (which makes them be executed remotely). However,
it can happen that some of the expressions initially found
below an interesting insertion point can in fact better be moved
above it (to be executed locally). In particular, it is safe to
assume that expressions that solely depend on a parameter
of a function, can better be evaluated on the caller side.
Moving a subexpression out of a function can be done by
passing that subexpression as an additional parameter to the
function. With pass-by-value passing, such a rewrite may
not always be safe, however if onlyd-points are moved,
the technique is semantically safe. Analogous to well-known
compiler technique of moving invariant statements out of the
loop (and its use in parallel processing [17]) we call this
techniquedistributed code motion.
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Qv
2
: decomposed Qn

2
under pass-by-value

declare function fcn1() as node()*
{doc(“xrpc://A/students.xml”)/child::people/child::person};

declare function fcn0() as node()*
{(let $t := let $s := execute at{‘A’}{fcn1()} return

for $x in $s return if ($x/child::tutor = $s/child::name) then $x else ()
return for $e in (let $c := doc(“xrpc://B/course42.xml”)

return $c/child::enroll/child::exam)
return if ($e/attribute::id = $t/child::id) then $e else () )/child::grade};

execute at {} {fcn0()}

Q
f
2

: decomposed Qn
2

under pass-by-fragment
declare function fcn1() as node()*
{let $s := doc(“xrpc://A/students.xml”)/child::people/child::person return

for $x in $s returnif ($x/child::tutor = $s/child::name) then $x else () };

declare function fcn2($para1 as node()) as node()*
{for $e in (let $c := doc(“xrpc://B/course42.xml”)

return $c/child::enroll/child::exam)
return if ($e/attribute::id = $para1/child::id) then $e else () };

declare function fcn0() as node()*
{let $t := execute at {‘A’}{fcn1()}

return (execute at {‘B’}{fcn2($t)}) / child::grade};

execute at {} {fcn0()}

Applying Distributed Code Motion in Q
f
2

declare function fcn2new($para2 as xs::string∗) as node()*
{for $e in (let . . . return . . . ) return if ($e/attribute::id = $para2) then $e else ()};

declare function fcn0() as node()*
{let $t := execute at {‘A’}{fcn1()} return

let $l := $t return (execute at {‘B’}{fcn2new($l/child::id)})/child::grade};

TABLE IV
QUERY DECOMPOSITION AND CODE MOTION

Example 4.3: Consider the functionfcn2() in Table IV, we
may observe that the expression$para1/child::id only depends
on the function parameter$para1. Shipping fullperson nodes
$para1 from peerA to B, only to extract the string value of its
id child atB, may waste bandwidth, especially ifperson carries
much more data than just anid. Instead, it would be better to
extract the string value ofid at peer A and only ship the strings.
This optimisation can be realised by adding a new parameter
$para2 to the function, and substituting$para1/child::id in the
body with it. In the functionfcn0() that calls fcn2new(), we
save the original function parameter$t in a newlet-binding$l,
and pass$l instead of$t. The additional function parameter is
passed as$l/child::id. Finally, the affected function parameter
$para1 is no longer used, so we remove it, arriving at the
result as the code motion part in Table IV.

V. BY-FRAGMENT DECOMPOSITION

The node copying done by pass-by-value is the main
source of semantic differences. This, in turn, leads to serious
restrictions in the way the decomposition strategy can push
expressions remotely. For this reason, we extend the pass-by-
value message passing semantics into a newpass-by-fragment
message passing semantics that better preserves structural rela-
tionships ofXML nodes. The basic idea is to avoid serialising
the same nodes twice, by grouping all node-valued data in
the message in a preamble elementfragments. In principle,
each node parameter is serialised below a separatefragment
child element. However, if a sent node is a descendant of
another one, it is not serialised twice, as we can reuse the
XML fragment of the other node. We also ensure that theXML

fragments are sorted in original document order, which means
that ancestor/descendant relationships in the same message, as
well as node identity and document order, are preserved.

Later in the message, whereXQUERY sequences are seri-
alised (insidesequence tags), we just provide references to

Excerpt of a request message with pass-by-value
〈call〉
〈sequence〉〈element〉〈b〉〈c〉〈/b〉〈/element〉〈/sequence〉
〈sequence〉〈element〉〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉〈/element〉〈/sequence〉
〈/call〉

Excerpt of pass-by-fragment message forearlier($bc,$abc)
〈env:Envelope ...〉
〈env:Body〉
〈request〉
〈fragments〉 〈fragment〉〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉〈/fragment〉 〈/fragments〉
〈call〉
〈sequence〉〈element fragid=“1” nodeid=“2” 〉〈/sequence〉
〈sequence〉〈element fragid=“1” nodeid=“1” 〉〈/sequence〉
〈/call〉
〈/request〉
〈/env:Body〉
〈/env:Envelope〉

Fig. 4. By-value vs. By-fragment Messages

the nodes that were previously serialised in the fragments.
In particular, element tags, which are used to contain as a
child the fully serialised copy of a node, now just carry two
numeric attributes,fragid andnodeid. In order to keepXRPC an
interoperable protocol that is easy to implement forXQUERY

engines and theXRPC WRAPPER[38], node referencing is also
expressible inXQUERY. Supposing$msg is the root of the
message, with$fragid and $nodeid numbers, we can identify
the referenced nodes as follows:4

$msg//fragment[$fragid]/descendant::node()[$nodeid]

Example 5.1: Going back to Q1 in Table I, the lower
part of Figure 4 shows theXRPC request message sent
for the call execute at {“example.org”} {earlier ($bc, $abc)}
from the discussion of Problem3. Recall that the node$bc
with value 〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉 is contained in the$abc fragment
〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉. The lower part of the figure shows an
excerpt of the message as produced for pass-by-fragment.
Here, both node parameters$bc and $abc are represented in
element nodes withfragid andnodeid attributes. TheXQUERY

engine handling the call will use these attributes to evaluate:
$bc := $msg:fragment[1]/descendant::node()[2],
$abc := $msg:fragment[1]/descendant::node()[1]

such thatearlier($bc,$abc) correctly returns $abc, because
$abc ≪ $bc, just like on the peer that invoked this function.
The upper part, with the changed part of the old pass-by-
value message (elementcall), shows that node parameters
were previously repeatedly serialised, causing node orderand
identity relationships between parameters to be lost.

We made a conscious choice not to rely onID /IDREF for
referencing nodes, since this would require addingID attributes
to the XML data in the fragments. AsXRPC is designed to
respect and conserveXML SCHEMA type information, this
would cause theXRPC message to no longer respect user-
defined schemas.

By-fragment Insertion Conditions. Given a d-graphG and
a subgraphGrs

of G rooted atrs, under the pass-by-fragment
semantics, vertexrs is in the setI(G) of valid decomposition
points, iff rs satisfies all of the following conditions:
I. ∄n∈V(G) : n.rule∈{RevAxis, HorAxis} ∧ (useResult(n, rs)∨

useParam(rs, n));

II. ∄n ∈ V(G) : n.rule ∈ {NodeCmp, NodeSetExpr} ∧
((rs.rule ∈ {NodeCmp, NodeSetExpr} ∧ n 6∈

4Note thatdescendant::node() does not return attribute nodes. We use the
nodeid of its parent and include the name of the attribute in anattribute
element, so it can be found back with an additional attributestep.
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::=
::=
::=
|
|
|

::=

ProjectionPath
SimplePath
Axis

NodeTest

doc “(” Literal “::” Literal “)” (“/” SimplePath)*
Axis NodeTest | SimplePath “/” Axis NodeTest
“self::” | “child::” | “attribute::”
“descendant::” | “descendant-or-self::”
“ancestor::” | “ancestor-or-self::” | “parent::”
“root()” | “id()” | “idref()” | “lang()”
((NCName|∗) :)?(NCName|∗)| “node()” | “text()”

TABLE V
GRAMMAR RULE EXTENSION OFProjectionPath(BOLD)

V(Grs) ∧ hasMatchingDoc(n, rs)) ∨ ((useResult(n, rs) ∨
useParam(rs, n)) ∧ hasMatchingDoc(n, n)));

III. ∄n ∈ V(G),∃m ∈ V(G) : n.rule = AxisStep ∧ m.rule ∈
{ForExpr, ExprSeq, NodeSetExpr} ∧ ((useResult(n, m) ∧
m  rs) ∨ (useResult(n, rs) ∧ m ∈ V(Grs)) ∨ (m ∈

V(G)\V(Grs )∧ rs
p
 n

v
 m)) ∧ hasMatchingDoc(m, m);

IV. ∄n ∈ V(G) : n.rule = FunCall ∧ n.val ∈
{fn:root(), fn:id(), fn:idref(), fn:lang()} ∧ (useResult(n, rs) ∨
useParam(rs, n)).

Thus, with the pass-by-fragment semantics, we modify the
pass-by-value decomposition conditions listed in SectionIV by
restricting the prohibitions to decompose a noders formulated
in Conditions ii and iii to only thosers, for which the predicate
hasMatchingDoc() holds:

hasMatchingDoc(v1 , v2) ⇔ ∀uril::vi∈D(v1), ∃urir::vj ∈D(v2) :
vi 6= vj ∧ (uril =urir ∨ uril =∗ ∨ urir =∗)

By stating that the given expressions depend on twodiffer-
ent applications offn:doc() with the sameURI (taking into
account computedURIs as wildcards), this predicate precisely
isolates the problem of creating result sequences with remote
nodes from multiple calls to the same document.

The ForExpr is a special form of combining the results
of multiple calls. A remote call nested in afor-loop, which
depends on the same remote document, is treated as a single
call, since Bulk RPC ensures that all iterations of the remote
call nested in thefor-loop, are handled in a single message
exchange (where pass-by-fragment now ensures proper con-
servation of node relationships). Finally, we remove from con-
dition iii the restrictions that arbitrary ordering (OrderExpr)
cannot be used and that all pushedAxisSteps should be of the
non-overlapping kind (parent, preceding-sibling, following-
sibling, self, child, and attribute), as the pass-by-fragment
message passing is able to properly conserve sequence order
and the ancestor/descendant relationships between transported
nodes. As the remaining problems with mixed-call sequences
are related to dealing with multiple network message ex-
changes in the same query, this problem can not be solved
inside the message passing semantics alone and is beyond
our current scope. The restrictions to avoid horizontal and
reverseXPATH steps on remote nodes (Condition I) and on
using built-in functions (Condition iv) will be addressed in
the next section.

Example 5.2:Consider Figure 2, as the constrainthasMatch-
ingDoc() in condition III does not hold, all vertices in the graph
are identified as valid decomposition points under the pass-
by-fragment semantics. However, most vertices will be filtered
out by the definition of interesting decomposition points, which
leads toI ′(G) = {v1, v2, v4, v6, v22, v24}.

VI. B Y-PROJECTIONDECOMPOSITION

The basic idea of usingXML projection [21] is, for a
given XQUERY queryQ and anXML documentD, to extract
a minimal part of dataD′ needed to executeQ such that
Q(D) = Q(D′). The projection technique conducts a compile-
time path analysis onQ, to derive a set of simple path
expressions that over-estimate the nodes thatQ touches. These
simple paths are referred to asprojection paths. Here, a
projection pathis an XML path that starts from the document
root, containing forward navigation but not predicates (e.g.,
doc($uri)/a/b/@id). Projection paths consist of returned
paths and used paths.Returned pathsdescribe the nodes that
are returned by the expression.Used pathsindicate the nodes
necessary to answer the query but are never returned as results
(e.g., predicates). Based on the projected pathsP of queryQ
from path analysis, a loading algorithm is applied toP and an
XML document (from a file or a stream)D. A projectedXML

document (or stream)D′ is then generated, which contains all
used and returned nodes plus the descendants of the returned
nodes, and is queried withQ.

There are three reasons why projectingXML is extremely
interesting for distributedXML processing:(i) until now, when
sending nodes, we had to serialise all descendants – which
potentially contain huge subtrees that may remain untouched
on the other side. This amounts to wasted network bandwidth
as well as serialisation and shredding effort.(ii) if documents
are projected into lean skeletons that only contain the rele-
vant portions, it becomes feasible to serialiseXML fragments
from some lowest common ancestoron, possibly even the
document root. Even with pass-by-fragment, the execution of
reverse/horizontalXPATH axes on remote nodes is impossible.
By extending projectingXML with support for reverse and
horizontal axes, however, we get a tool to precisely identify
the lowest common ancestor of anXML document that needs
to be included to allow correct remote execution of those axes.
(iii) the projection technique can even be applied to support
the built-in functionsfn:root(), fn:id(), fn:idref() and fn:lang(),
i.e., by taking the lowest common ancestor of those, if a path
contains one of these functions. For these reasons, we further
refine the pass-by-fragment message passing semantics intoa
so-calledpass-by-projectionsemantics.XML projection can be
used in both directions: to project the parameters in a request
message, and to project the function’s result sequence before
shipping back the response.

Insertion Conditions. Pass-by-projection removes the by-
fragment insertion conditions (in Section V) I and IV, such
that only II and III, i.e., the application of node comparison,
node set operators and axis steps on top of multiple calls to
fn:doc() with the sameURI, remains illegal.

Message Extension: Projection Paths.We introduce an
optional element as a sub-element of arequest tag:projection-
paths, which in turn has zero or more child elementsreturned-
path andused-path. In the new pass-by-projection semantics,
the absence or presence of this element determines whether
the response message should be in the original pass-by-value
or the new pass-by-projection format.

Example 6.1: To illustrate projectedXRPC messages, the
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Excerpt of request message formakenodes()
〈request〉
〈projection-paths〉
〈used-path/〉
〈returned-path〉parent::a〈/xrpc:returned-path 〉
〈/projection-paths〉
〈fragments/〉

Excerpt of response message formakenodes()
〈env:Envelope . . . 〉
〈env:Body〉
〈response〉
〈fragments〉 〈fragment〉〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉〈/fragment〉 〈/fragments〉
〈call〉 〈sequence〉〈element fragid=“1” nodeid=“2” 〉〈/sequence〉 〈/call〉
〈/request〉
〈/env:Body〉
〈/env:Envelope〉

Fig. 5. Pass-By-Projection Messages

v3’s
subgraph

v22’s
subgraph

UPaths: {doc(“. . . /course42.xml”),
doc(“. . . /course42.xml”)/enroll,

doc(“. . . /course42.xml”)/enroll/exam,

doc(“. . . /course42.xml”)/enroll/exam/@id,
doc(“. . . /students.xml”)/people/person/id,

Paths: {doc(“. . . /course42.xml”)/enroll/exam,

UPaths: {doc(“. . . /students.xml”),

doc(“. . . /students.xml”)/people,
doc(“. . . /students.xml”)/people/person,

doc(“. . . /students.xml”)/people/person/tutor,

doc(“. . . /students.xml”)/people/person/name,
Paths: {doc(“. . . /students.xml”)/people/person,

v1:/grade

v2:LetExpr

v3:V ar[$t] v22:ForExpr

Fig. 6. Path annotation example

upper part of Figure 5 shows part of the request message
for the call fromQ1 (discussed in Problem 4):

let $bc := execute at {“example.org”} {makenodes()}

since the projection path analysis detects that$bc will sub-
sequently be used as context node by a parent step:$abc
:= $bc/parent::a, the request message specifiesparent::a as
a returned path. Therefore, the response message contains
the full fragment〈a〉〈b〉〈c/〉〈/b〉〈/a〉 to which$abc then gets
correctly bound.

A. Extending Projected XML

We extend the path grammar rules [21] and path an-
notations, to handle full-fledgedXQUERY involving re-
verse/horizontalXPATH steps and built-in functions. The ex-
tended grammar rule forProjectionPathis given in Table V.

We denote path annotations in projectedXML as follows:
Env(vi) ⊢ Expr ⇒ Paths1 using Paths2

The notationEnv(vi) is used to identify the path annotation
environment at a certain vertexvi in the XQUERY d-graph.

Path annotations are constructed bottom up bypath analysis
rules that derive the set of used (UPaths) and returned
(Paths) paths for eachXCORE expression in terms of used
and returned paths of its subexpressions. Therefore, we extend
the notation of the vertices and usevi.UPaths andvi.Paths
to refer to the path sets, with which the vertexvi is annotated.

Example 6.2:Assume that the subgraphGv22 rooted atv22 in
Figure 2 is identified to be evaluated remotely. The subgraph
Gv22 has one parameter,$t, via the VarRef edge (v36, v3).
We show the path annotations ofv3 and v22 in Figure 6.
Comparing the returned path ofv3 with all projection paths
of v22, we know that only theid child elements of the
person elements are needed. Thus, only those elements will
be projected and serialised in the request message forv22.
For reasons of space, documentURIs are abbreviated, and the

annotations ofv1 and v2 are omitted, which in reality also
have such annotations.

The basic path analysis rules have been discussed in [21],
such as literal values, sequences, for and let expressions
and XPATH steps, etc. Our extension to include reverse and
horizontalXPATH steps brings no changes for the path anal-
ysis rules, but must be supported by the loading algorithm,
which is described in Section VI-B. We complement the rules
for built-in functions, which apart from the unsolved cases
mentioned underProblem 5 in Section II (fn:root(), fn:id(),
fn:idref() and fn:lang()) also includesfn:doc(). The description
of the basic projection technique assumes a single document.
As in distributed query processing there are always multiple
documents, our paths always start withfn:doc(URI).

Path Analysis Rules.We provide one rule forfn:doc() with a
constant parameter and another for computedURIs:

()

Env(vi)⊢ fn:doc(Literal1)⇒ fn:doc(Literal1::vi) using ∅
(DOC1)

Env(vj) ⊢ Exprj ⇒ Pathsj using UPathsj

Env(vi) ⊢ fn:doc(Exprj)⇒ fn:doc(∗ ::vi) using
Pathsj ∪ UPathsj ∪ Pathsj/descendant::text()

(DOC2)

As mentioned in Section IV, in the definition ofD(vx)5, we
use a wildcardURI∗ if the document name is an expression. All
paths start withdoc(uri::vi), thus, they identify both document
URI and the vertexvi where it is loaded. This notation
facilitates the identification of situations where the sameURI is
loaded twice (the functionhasMatchingDoc()). A similar rule
can be formulated forXML element construction, producing
a return pathdoc(vi ::vi) with an artificial uniqueURI. Also
note thatXQUERY implicitly converts the actually values of
function parameters, thus, in all rules in this section, we add
a descendant::text() step to each returned path of a parameter.
The rule forfn:root() is:

Env(vj) ⊢ Exprj ⇒ Pathsj using UPathsj

Env(vi) ⊢ fn:root(Exprj)⇒ ∪p∈P athsj
p/root() using UPathsj

(ROOT)

The built-in functionfn:root() with a single parameter is treated
in the path annotations much likeXPATH axis steps, where the
parameter has become the path prefix. In this path notation,
functions remain easily recognisable by the parentheses. The
rules for the built-in functionsfn:id()/fn:idref(), are highly
similar (only fn:id() provided):

Env(vj) ⊢ Exprj ⇒ Pathsj using UPathsj

Env(vk) ⊢ Exprk ⇒ Pathsk using UPathsk (ID)

Env(vi) ⊢ fn:id(Exprj , Exprk)⇒ ∪p∈Pathsk
p/id() using

Pathsj ∪ UPathsj ∪ Pathsj/descendant::text() ∪ Pathsk∪UPathsk

The first parameter offn:id() is ignored by the annotations,
as it contains string values, and the annotation framework
only allows for the estimation of node sets. This has the
consequence that our loading algorithm will conserveall

5We use thedoc(..) prefixes of thereturned pathsannotations onv as a
more precise form of theD(v) property. Documents that were only used but
not returned will also be part of the originalD(v), but these will not cause
semantic problems.
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Fig. 7. RuntimeXML Projection Example

elements with anID /IDREF attribute. Finally, the rule for
fn:lang() is:

Env(vj) ⊢ Exprj ⇒ Pathsj using UPathsj

Env(vk) ⊢ Exprk ⇒ Pathsk using UPathsk (LANG)

Env(vi) ⊢ fn:lang(Exprj, Exprk)⇒ ∅ using Pathsj ∪ UPathsj∪
Pathsj/descendant::text() ∪ Pathsk ∪ UPathsk∪
Pathsk/ancestor::∗ ∪ Pathsk/ancestor-or-self::∗/attribute::xml:lang

The built-in functionfn:lang() tests whether the language of its
node parameterExprk, as specified byxml:lang attributes, is
the same as (or is a sublanguage of) the language specified
by its string parameterExprj . The language ofExprk is
determined by the value of theXPATH expression:(ancestor-
or-self::∗/attribute::xml:lang)[last()]. All paths are propagated as
used paths, as this function returns a boolean value.

B. Runtime XML Projection

The extensions we made toXML projection, namely sup-
port for reverse/horizontalXPATH axes andfn:root(), fn:id(),
fn:idref() and fn:lang(), could not be trivially integrated in the
loading algorithm of [21]. However, in this case we are not
really looking for a loading algorithm that efficiently reads
(shreds) anXML file into a projected representation. Rather, the
documents are already present (and indexed) in theXQUERY

engine, and runtime message projection is aserialisationtask.
Therefore, we propose a newruntimeapproach for projection,
targeted at serialisation, rather than at shredding. Whereas the
original loading algorithm starts at the document root, and
evaluatesabsoluteused and returned paths, our runtime pro-
jection algorithm starts in a run-time state, that is, with areal,
materialised context sequence(e.g., the parameter values that
are about to be serialised in aSOAP message), and executes
only relativepaths on them. Because the node sequence bound
at run-time to a function parameter is only a subset of the
node set characterised by its compile-time path annotation
(e.g., its contents may well have been reduced by applying
a selection predicate), this runtime projection techniquecan
be much more precise than the original projection algorithm.
As a final consideration, the projectedXRPC messages trade
projection effort for network bandwidth, which especiallyin
WAN scenarios plays in the advantage of projection.

For these reasons, ourruntime approach for projection
simply relies on the normalXPATH evaluation capabilities of
the XQUERY engine for fully evaluating all used and returned
path annotations one-by-one (and uniting them withunion()).
Doing so, it produces aused node set Uand areturned node
set R. These two sets are the input for the runtime projection
algorithm listed in Algorithm 1.

The Runtime Projection Algorithm identifies all projection
nodes in theXML tree representation of the original document,
by traversing the tree top-down depth-first. During traversal, if

Algorithm 1 : RUNTIMEXMLPROJECTION (U, R,D)
input: U- used nodes

R- returned nodes
D- the originalXML document

output: D′- the projection ofU andR onD
1 projection nodesP ← sort(U ∪ R);

⊲P is union of U andR sorted by document order
2 proj ← first node inP ;
3 cur ← first node ofD, i.e., root node;
4 while ¬P.end() do
5 if proj is a descendant ofcur then
6 addcur to D′;
7 cur ← next node inD;
8 else if proj = cur then
9 if proj is a returned nodethen
10 addcur and all descendants ofcur to D′;
11 cur ← next following node ofcur in D;
12 while proj.next is a descendant ofproj do
13 proj ← proj.next; ⊲ prune projection nodes;
14 end
15 else
16 addcur to D′;
17 cur ← next node inD;
18 end
19 proj ← proj.next; ⊲ next projection node;
20 else
21 cur ← next following node ofcur in D;
22 end
23 end
24 cur ← root node ofD′;
25 while cur has only one child node∧ cur /∈{U ∪ R} do
26 cur ← first child of cur;
27 end

the current nodecur of theXML document is an ancestor of the
current projection nodeproj (line 5), cur is added to output
D′ and moved to thenext nodein document order. If aproj is
found (line 8),proj is added toD′; if this proj is a returned
node, all its descendants are also appended. Thencur is moved
to its next following nodein the document. Otherwise, if the
current projection nodeproj is not a descendant ofcur, the
subtree ofcur can be skipped (line 21). Though this algorithm
is formulated on an abstract level that is independent of the
particularXML storage scheme used in anXQUERY engine, it
is safe to assume that skipping a subtree is fast (eitherO(1)
or O(log(|D|))). At the end of the algorithm (lines 24-27),
post-processing is performed to remove unnecessary nodes,as
we are only interested in thelowest common ancestorof all
input nodes in the projected documentD′.

Example 6.3: Consider anXML documentD in Figure 7(a).
Assume that the used node setU is {i}, and the returned node
setR is {d, k}. Figure 7(b) shows the projected documentD′

of applying Algorithm 1 onU , R andD.
The algorithm starts withP ← {d, i, k}, proj ← d and

cur← a. We traverse the tree usingcur from a to d. Nodes
a, b and c are added toD′, since they are ancestors of the
current context noded. Nodesd, e and f are also added to
D′, as d is a returned node. Then,cur is advanced tog (d’s
next following node). Because the next context nodei is not in
the subtree ofg, the subtree is skipped by advancingcur to i.
Recall thati is a used node, thus onlyi is added toD′. The last
context node isk. Our current document nodecur traverses
from i to j, and then tok, where we can add nodesk, l and
m to D′. The traversal can be terminated, because there is
no more context nodes to process. However, the intermediate
resultD′ containsall common ancestors of{d, i, k}. The post-
processing removes nodea fromD′, which produces the final
projected documentD′ as shown in Figure 7(b).

Relative projection paths. At compile time, the XQUERY

compiler builds a query graph (d-graph) with root vroot,
normalises it followed by decomposition and code motion.
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For each insertedXRPCExpr vxrpc, and for eachXRPCParam
parameter vertexvparam, it then extracts the relative paths:

Urel(vparam) = allSuffixes(R(vparam), U(vxrpc))
Rrel(vparam) = allSuffixes(R(vparam), R(vxrpc))
Urel(vxrpc) = allSuffixes(R(vxrpc), U(vroot))
Rrel(vxrpc) = allSuffixes(R(vxrpc), R(vroot)), with:
allSuffixes(Pathsi , Pathsj )={sj |pi/sj ∈Pathsj : ∃pi∈Pathsi}

At runtime, ∪∀vparam
Urel(vparam) and∪∀vparam

Rrel(vparam)
are used to project the parameters in the outgoingXRPC

request message.Urel(vxrpc) and Rrel(vxrpc) are passed in
the projection-paths element such that a remote peer can ap-
propriately apply these paths to project the response message.

Projecting a document with Algorithm 1 requires pre-
calculated used and returned node sets. These sets are simply
computed using theXPATH evaluation infrastructure of the
underlyingXQUERY engine, by feeding the intermediate result
$ctxparam corresponding tovparam as context sequence into
all suffix pathssi ∈ Urel(vparam) (resp.Rrel(vparam)):

union($ctxparam/s1, union($ctxparam/s2,...
union($ctxparam/sn−1, $ctxparam/sn)...))

Paths$ctx/pathi/root()/pathj with function fn:root() are exe-
cuted asroot($ctx)/pathj. Similarly, $ctx/pathi/id()/pathj is
executed asroot($ctx)//attribute()::(a1|..|an)/../pathj, where
a1, .., an are all ID attributes6 (resp.IDREF in case ofidref()).

The request handler on the remote side uses the
same method to evaluate the suffix pathsUrel(vxrpc) and
Rrel(vxrpc) using the result sequence of the function as
$ctxxrpc during serialisation of the response message.

Interoperability. We have devised a way to support pass-
by-projection in theXRPC WRAPPERby substituting the pro-
jection algorithm with a variant that serialises the lowest
common ancestor of the used and returned node sets. Since
document projection is not expressible inXQUERY (not even
with the TRANSFORM feature of XQUF), this is as far as a
pure XQUERY engine can get. We contemplate the possibility
to let theXRPC WRAPPERecho theSOAP response message it
generates to a stream, and implement a streaming version of
our projection algorithm (that first gets a stream of used and
returned nodes, and then the to be projected fragments) inside
the XRPC WRAPPERjava program. In case ofXML data with
a user-definedXML SCHEMA, the default projection algorithm
is likely to throw away mandatory elements and attributes.
For this reason, the runtime projection algorithm should be
made schema-aware. A simple solution is to ensure that only
elements with aminoccurs declaration of zero (i.e., optional
elements) are removed. One can also envision more advanced
variants that further reduce the size of a typedXML document.

VII. D ECOMPOSITION OFXQUF QUERIES

Since the introduction of the W3CXQUF [7] specification,
which has been well-received and adopted by variousXQUERY

engines (e.g., [9], [11], [16], [23], [26], [27], [36]),XQUERY

is no longer a read-only query language. We now show how
we can leverage such update-capableXQUERY engines to
automatically rewrite purely local updates into queries that

6Note that theseai should be determined at runtime by theXRPCprojection
algorithm. The impossibility to express selection of allID/IDREF attributes in
XQUERY, and thus in theXRPC WRAPPER, forces us to still avoid shipping
expressions where the result ofvxrpc is used as input toid()/idref().

may push some computations to remote peers. We recall that
the general processing model ofXQUF is that first the read-
only part of a query is executed that defines which nodes
are going to be updated, and how. This first phase results in
a pending update list(PUL). In the second phase all update
actions in this list are executed. Therefore, the first phaseof
XQUF execution is identical to a read-only query, and can in
principle be distributed in the same way as described in the
previous sections. However, systems implementing theXQUF

typically only allow to update persistently stored documents,
e.g., updating documents on anHTTP URI is not allowed. In
this section, we first explain the restrictions theXQUF imposes
on XRPC query distribution. Then, we extend the semantics of
XQUF to allow updates on documents opened withfn:doc()
using xrpc://P /D URIs (in short:remote documents) and also
support thefn:put() XQUF built-in function to write entire
new documents to suchURIs. This extended semantics again
creates a possible trade-off between data shipping vs. function
shipping, namely retrieving and updating a local copy of
a remote document followed by anfn:put() vs. executing
an XQUF updating function overXRPC. We introduce the
necessary constraints to our query distribution techniques that
guarantee semantic equivalence for such queries.

A. Distributing Normal XQUF Queries

XQUF has extended theXQUERY language with four kinds
of updating expressions: UpdExpr = {InsertExpr, DeleteExpr,
RenameExpr, ReplaceExpr} (Table II). An XCORE query con-
taining at least oneUpdExpr is an updating XCORE query
(in short: updating query). EachUpdExpr has aTargetExpr
that identifies thetarget nodesto be updated, and (except for
DeleteExpr) each has anExprSingle that computes the new
values. For simplicity, we refer to thoseExprSingle asSrcExpr,
although XQUF uses different names. The functionality of
the first three kinds of expressions is self explanatory. With
ReplaceExpr, one can replace the target node with a new
sequence of nodes (“replace node”), or replace the value of
the target node (“replace value”). The expressionsRenameExpr
and “replace value” only modify some properties of the target
node without changing itsnode identity.

XQUF also defines atransform expression(TransformExpr)
that creates (and possibly modifies) copies of existingXML

nodes. Each node created by aTransformExpr has a new node
identity. The result of aTransformExpr is an XDM (XQuery
Data Model) instance that may include both new nodes created
by the TransformExpr and existing nodes.TransformExpr has
special semantics: it isnot an updating expression, as it does
not modify any existing nodes. Hence, anXCORE query that
merely containsUpdExpr as subexpressions of aTransform-
Expr is not an updating query.

In our XCORE rewriting framework, all three algorithms use
a by-value based semantics, which means that target nodes
may not stem from anXRPC function result, or from a function
parameter (if the updating expression occurs inside anXRPC

function body). Hence, we enforce that allUpdExprs, denoted
Vu, must be executed on the same peer that opened the docu-
ment usingfn:doc(). This, in turn, enforces that all expressions
Vai

(except TransformExpr), which depend on avui
∈ Vu,
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must be executed on the local peer. This is becauseVai
could

only parse-depend on avui
, as updating expressions are not

allowed in a variable binding. Decomposing an expression in
Vai

would cause thevui
to be executed on a remote peer.

To correctly identify the target nodes of anUpdExpr, all
expressionsVti

that produce target nodes for avui
, must also

be executed on the local peer. When decomposing an updating
query, the verticesVu, Vti

, andVai
in the query’sd-graph are

never valid decomposition points, regardless of the parameter
passing semantics used by the decomposition algorithm. The
following XQUF insertion conditionsshould be added to the
insertion conditions of each decomposition algorithm.

XQUF Insertion Conditions. Given a d-graph G and a
subgraphGrs

of G rooted at vertexrs, under any semantics,
rs is in the setI(G) of valid decomposition points, iffrs also
satisfies all of the following conditions:
a. rs.rule /∈ {UpdExpr, TargetExpr}
b. ∄vu ∈ V (G) : vu.rule ∈ {UpdExpr} ∧ rs.rule 6=

TransformExpr ∧ rs  vu ∧ (∄vm ∈ V (G) : vm.rule =
TransformExpr ∧ rs vm vu)

c. ∄vt ∈ V (G) : vt.rule = TargetExpr ∧ vt  rs ∧ (∃pt ∈
vt.Paths ∧ ∃ps ∈ rs.Paths ∧ starts-with(pt, ps)

Condition a avoids decomposing anyUpdExpr and Target-
Expr. Condition b states that ifrs is not a TransformExpr,
rs may not depend on anUpdExpr, unless theUpdExpr is
a subexpression of aTransformExpr, on which rs depends.
Condition c states thatrs may not be decomposed, ifrs

produces target nodes of anUpdExpr. We sayrs produces
target nodes, iff a returned pathps of rs is a prefix of a
returned pathpt of vt, i.e., nodes returned byrs include
target nodes. Note that conditionb allows a TransformExpr
to be decomposed by all three decomposition algorithms,
as it always makes (deep) copies of its source nodes. If a
TransformExpr is executed on peerP , P becomes the “local
peer” for all new nodes created by thisTransformExpr. With
condition a, we preventUpdExprs in the modify clause of a
TransformExpr from being separated from theTransformExpr
(i.e., executed on another peer thanP). Thus, theUpdExprs
in the modify clause will also be executed onP , which is
the local peer of their target nodes. This confirms theXQUF

semantics thatUpdExprs may only be applied to local nodes.
In the remainder of this section, we continue our discussion
on processingUpdExprs that are not subexpressions of a
TransformExpr.

B. Updating XCore Queries on Remote Documents

We now extend the semantics ofXQUF to allow updates
on remote documents (i.e., documents identified by anxrpc://
URI scheme). We first provide a semantics for such updates
in normal non-distributed execution (i.e. data shipping):the
read-only part of the query is evaluated first, retrieving (a
copy of) all accessed remote documents to the local peer,
which results in aPUL. Then, the standardXQUF function
upd:applyUpdates() is executed to carry through all update
actions in thePUL. This could modify (some of) the local
copies of the remote documents. Finally, as an additional step,
for each affected remote document, anfn:put() is executed by
passing the document’s originalURI and its new contents,

effectively replacing the existing document on the remote
peer with the modified one. This semantics does not apply to
XCORE queries only containing transform expressions, as they
are read-only queries. Thus, no additionalfn:put() is executed
to overwrite the existing documents.

Formal Semantics.Let Qu denote anXCORE query contain-
ing at least oneUpdExpr on a remote document andGu its
d-graph.Du(Qu) denotes the set ofaffected documentsthat
may be updated byQu:

Du(Qu) = {(uri, )|∃vu, vy, vz∈V (Gu) : {vy,vz}∈E(Gu)∧
uri = vz .val ∧ node = doc(uri) ∧ vy.rule=FunApp∧
vy.val= “doc” ∧ vz .rule=Literal ∧ vu.rule=TargetExpr∧
uri = vz .val ∧ ∃p∈vu.Paths ∧ starts-with(p, uri)}

Dr
u(Qu) is a subset ofDu(Qu), which contains theaffected re-

mote documents: ∀dr
i ∈ Dr

u(Qu) : starts-with(dr
i .uri, “xrpc://”).

The auxiliary functionshost() and path() extract, from an
XRPC URI “xrpc://P /D”, the peer identifierP and the document
nameD, respectively. Each query operates in adatabase
state (dbp), which includes the documents and their con-
tents persistently stored in theXML database onp. The
dynEnv.docV alue from [10] corresponds todbp used here.

The formal semantics of distributed updates is7:

∀dr
x∈Dr

u(Qu) : fn:doc(dr
x.uri)⇒ Dr′

u (Qu)

dbp0 , Dr′

u (Qu) ⊢ Qu ⇒ ∆;

dbp0 , Dr′

u (Qu) ⊢ upd:applyUpdates(∆)⇒ db′p0 , Dr′′

u (Qu);

(Ru) ∀dr′′

x ∈Dr′′

u (Qu) : fn:put(dr′′

x .node, dr′′

x .uri)⇒ (), dbhost(dr′′

x .uri);

dbp0 ⊢ Qu ⇒ (), dbp0

The rule Rv states that the execution of an updating query
Qu at the local peer p0 in the database statedbp0 starts
with retrieving the remote documentsDr

u(Qu), which could
potentially be affected byQu, to p0

8. This yields a set of
local copiesDr′

u (Qu) of Dr
u(Qu). Note that this step does

not changedbp0 , as the documents inDr′

u (Qu) are transient
documents. Then,Qu is executed indbp0 with the additional
documentsDr′

u (Qu), which first yields a PUL ∆. Subse-
quently, upd:applyUpdates() is executed to apply all update
primitives in ∆ to the affected documents. Updates in∆ that
should be applied on remote documentsDr

u(Qu) are applied
on their local copiesDr′

u (Qu) instead. This step produces a
new current database statedb′p0 , which could differ fromdbp0

(if ∆ contains updates on really local documents), and a set
of changed local copiesDr′′

u (Qu). Finally, an additional step
is executed, which callsfn:put() to store eachdr′′

i ∈Dr′′

u (Qu)
on its hosting peer and overwrite the existingdr

i ∈Dr
u(Qu).

This step also creates a new current remote database state
dbhost(dr′′

x .uri) on each hosting peer. As the ruleRu only
applies∆ at the end of query execution, updates are not visible
for the same query, which confirms theXQUF semantics.
Hence, if∆ only contains updates on a single document, this
rule already provides atomic updates.

Isolation Levels. Note that the - potentially multiple -
fn:put(“xrpc://..”) together with potential updates on some local
documents constitute adistributed updating query. Depending

7We use the ‘:’ sign to suggest an order in the evaluation of thepremises.
8As explained in Section IV, computedURIs and invocations of

fn:collection() are represented by∗. During the runtime, when the actually
value of the wildcard symbols are available, moreURIs might be added to
the setDr

u(Qu) on the fly.
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on the semantics desired by the user, this distributed updating
query could be run in a certain consistency level, which has
been discussed in detail in our previous work [38]. One option
is no consistencyat all, in which some documents may get
updated, but other document updates may fail or get lost. By
tagging queries with a unique ID, therepeatable readconsis-
tency level can be easily achieved. To ensure distributed atomic
updates, [38], [39] shows how the WS-AtomicTransaction
standard [35] can be integrated intoXRPC to provide 2PC.
In addition to repeatable reads and atomic commits, thelost
updatesanomaly can be avoided if participating peers abort
the 2PC commit when another updating query orfn:put()
has modified an updated document already. Note that these
semantics can also be supported by theXRPC WRAPPER if
the XQUERY engine isXRPC oblivious. Given the design goal
for XRPC of supporting P2P applications on the Internet, we
refrained from attempting to define higher consistency levels
(e.g. distributed serialisability), as the overhead of these are
impractical in such environments. We consider more advanced
distributed consistency levels for P2P on the Internet a topic
of future work, and consider it out of scope here, where we
focus on semantically correct distributed query rewriting.

XQUF Rewrites. In principle, we cannot push anyUpdExprs,
excepthomogeneous updating expressions. An UpdExpr vh

u is
homogeneous, iff all returned paths of itsTargetExpr vh

tu
start

with the same“xrpc://P”, i.e., the update affects only nodes that
stem from a single peer, hence the update can be pushed to
that peer using an XQUFupdating functionsuch that it acts
only on local documents there. The insertion conditions for
updates formulated in Section VII-A also applies for pushed
updating expression: target nodes of anUpdExpr vu may not
be passed to a remote peer as function parameters or results.
Decomposition ofvh

u thus requires that all expressionsV h
tu

that produce target nodes ofvh
u must be executed in the same

remote function asvh
u. So, we need to find the smallest (super-

)expressionvs that contains bothvh
u andV h

tu
.

Let Qu be an updating query containing the homogeneous
UpdExpr vh

u andGu its d-graph. Letvh
w be theTargetExpr of

vh
u (i.e.: (vh

u , vh
w)∈E(Gu)∧ vh

w.rule=TargetExpr). We define
V h

tu
as: ∀vi ∈V h

tu
: vh

w vi∧

(∀pt∈vi.Paths,∀pw ∈vh
w .paths : starts-with(pw, pt))

and definevs as:
(vs vh

u ∨ vs = vh
u) ∧ ∀vi ∈V h

tu
: vs vi∧

∄vx∈V (Gu) : vs vx ∧ vx vh
u ∧ ∀vi ∈V h

tu
: vx vi

Then,vs could be a valid decomposition point. If no such point
can be found, we fall back to the data shipping strategy (i.e.,
local execution and afn:put(“xrpc://P /D”) at the end of query
execution). For updating queries containing both push-able
and not push-ableUpdExprs, however, there is an additional
issue to deal with: we can only push anUpdExpr vu0 if we
can guarantee that no otherUpdExprs elsewhere in the query
update nodes from the same documents (aclash), or, if another
UpdExpr does, it can also be pushed. This is because all
UpdExprs that are not pushed will generate anfn:put() in the
end, which would potentially overwrite the pushed updating
actions or otherfn:put()s, from the same transaction. However,
if all updates to the same document are pushed, the 2PC

protocol used inXRPC ensures correct execution [38].

VIII. E VALUATION IN MONETDB/XQUERY

We have implemented the proposed algorithms in Mon-
etDB/XQuery [4], a purely relationalXDBMS that uses the
Pathfinder[14] XQUERY compiler. We use theXRPC extension
for remote function evaluation. Note that, as there are no other
comparative results exist, the main goal of our experimentsis
to show the impact of the proposed techniques in a step-by-
step fashion.

A. Read-only Queries

For the all our experiments, the test platform consisted
of three 2GHz Athlon64 Linux machines connected in a
local network (LAN). Each was equipped with a 2GB RAM.
The benchmark data used is XMark [29], a popularXML

benchmark for evaluatingXQUERY efficiency and scalability.
The data set was generated using scalar factors 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.8 and 1.6. A data set is stored on each remote peer.
We conducted three groups of experiments: bandwidth usage,
query execution time and runtime projection precision.

We slightly modified the queryQn
2 (in Table III) so that it

conforms to the XMark schema as the following:
(let $t := let $s := doc(“xrpc://peer1/xmk nn MB.xml”)/child::site

/child::people/child::person
return for $x in $s return

if ($x/descendant::age < 40) then $x else ()
return for $e in (let $c := doc(“xrpc://peer2/xmk nn MB.auctions.xml”)

return $c/descendant::open auction)
return if($c/child::seller/attribute::person = $t/attribute::id)

then $c/child::annotation else () )/child::author

All techniques discussed in this paper are applied on the above
query:(i) under the pass-by-value semantics, only the expres-
sion “doc(‘xrpc://peer1/xmk nn MB.xml’)/. . . /child::person”
can be decomposed and executed onpeer1; (ii) under the
pass-by-fragment semantics, we can decompose both the
secondlet clause (“let $s := ...”) and the secondfor-loop (“for $e
in ...”), and execute them onpeer1 andpeer2 respectively. The
variable$t becomes the parameter of the generated function
containing the secondfor-loop (see also Table IV);(iii) under
the pass-by-projection semantics, the query is decomposed
in the same way as using pass-by-fragment, however, when
serialising the request messages, a projection of$t/attribute::id
(parameter projection) and$c/child::annotation/child:author
(result projection) is calculated. The test set thus contains
four queries in total, and each of them is executed on 2
documents of sizes 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160MB.

In this case, code motion is ideal, as it is able to send just
strings, not nodes. However, if we would replace the final step
child::author by parent::∗, then just applying code motion and
no projection provides mediocre performance similar to by-
value. It is the ability of projection to decompose almost any
query at little cost, that makes it the overall method of choice.

Bandwidth Usage. Figure 8 shows the bandwidth used by
each benchmark query on different set of documents, i.e., the
total size ofXML documents plus total size ofXML messages
transferred among peers, in its y-axis. The x-axis is the total
size of theXML documents used by each query. The pure data-
shippingXQUERY query (the left most bar) costs the largest
bandwidth usage, as both documents used by the query have
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Fig. 8. Bandwidth Usage
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to be shipped. By-value decomposition can push theXPATH

stepdoc(“xrpc://peer1/xmk nn MB.xml”)/. . . /child::person to be
evaluated onpeer1, which reduces the amount of data sent
from peer1 to the local peer. However, the second document
“xmk nn MB.auctions.xml” still has to be sent fully. The by-
fragment passing semantics allows to push predicates to both
peers, achieving a distributed semijoin plan. Also, it strongly
reduces message size by avoiding duplicating the sameXML

node multiple times. Pass-by-projection further brings down
message sizes due to reduced response message size. For
example, when sending the result of remote execution of
the secondfor-loop, the response message will only contain
annotation nodes with theirauthor child nodes. When applied
on pass-by-fragment, code motion has larger effect in reducing
message size than it is applied on pass-by-projection. This
is because in pass-by-fragment, completeperson nodes (i.e.,
including all their descendants) are serialised, while in pass-
by-fragment with code motion, only the values of theid
attributes are serialised. In pass-by-projection, however, the
message size has already minimised the data to be sent, i.e.,
only person nodes and theirid attributes, hence, the effect
of applying code motion here is negligible. In general, we
observe good scalability of pass-by-fragment and pass-by-
projection in bandwidth usage.

Execution Time. Figure 9 shows the execution time break-
down of all four queries on documents of 320MB in total.
The execution time is divided into five parts:shredis the time
to receive a document from the remote peer and shred it in
to the XML database;local execis the execution time of the
query at local peer, including query parsing, module loading,
etc; (de)serialiseis the time spent on generating/shredding the
XML messages and extracting parameter/result values from
the messages;remote execis the time to execute the called
functions on remote peers; andnetwork is the time spent
on sending/receiving theXML messages. From Figure 9, the
following observations can be made:(i) in the data-shipping
only query and the by-value decomposed query, data shredding
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is the main bottleneck, either because the whole document will
be shipped (data-shipping), or anXML node might be shredded
multiple times (by-value). Especially in the data-shipping
query, more than99% of the total execution time is spent on
getting the documents from remote peers and shredding them;
(ii) when pass-by-fragment and pass-by-projection semantics
are used, the total execution time is significantly reduced
(about84∼94%, comparing with data-shipping and pass-by-
value). This is easily explained as these techniques reduce
the amount of data exchanged to be less than10% of the
original document sizes. Even with the overhead introduced
by remote execution (i.e., ‘(de)serialise’+‘ remote exec’), pass-
by-fragment or pass-by-projection are preferred over the data-
shipping method.(iii) pass-by-projection performs even better
than pass-by-fragment (about35% improvement), which is
again explained by the reduced bandwidth usage, as shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 10 shows the execution time of all queries on
documents of increasing sizes, which indicates that the two
enhanced parameter passing techniques achieve good scala-
bility. On average, pass-by-fragment and pass-by-projection
achieve a performance improvement of roughly94%, compar-
ing with data-shipping; this is proportional to the decreasing in
bandwidth usage, which is approximately96%. Even on small
documents (20MB), the proposed techniques are preferred
over the data-shipping methods.

Runtime projection precision. Our new runtime projection
technique combines intermediate query results with runtime
execution or relativeXPATH paths. Due to selections (by e.g.,
predicates and value comparisons), the run-time projection
node sets obtained may be much smaller than suggested by
compile-time projection paths, used in [21]. We used our by-
projection benchmark query to compare runtime projection
with compile-time projection, on various sizes of the XMark
document“xmk nn MB.xml”. In this experiment, the compile-
time technique projects allperson elements and theirage,
while our runtime projection technique will only project those
person elements that have anage descendant larger than 45.
Figure 11 shows runtime projection to be 5 times more precise
in terms of the size of projected document. In the case of this
experiment, the investment in run-timeXPATH evaluation pays
off due to the more precise results, as shown in Figure 12.

B. XQUF Queries

For the updatingXCORE queries, we have conducted two
groups of experiments to compare performance of updating
remote documents with or withoutXRPC. The first group
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corresponds to the generic strategy discussed in Section VII
where a remote document is first retrieved to the local machine
(with fn:doc()), then the updates are applied on the local copy
of the remote document, and finally the updated document is
written to the remote peer usingfn:put(). We call queries in
this group “GUP queries” (i.e., Get-Update-Put). In the second
group, called “XRPC queries”, updates are applied directly on
the original document at the remote peer withXRPC using
so-calledupdating functionsas specified by theXQUF:

module namespace fcn = “tkde”;

declare updating function fcn:doInsert($doc as xs:string, $node as node())
{ do insert $node into doc($doc)/site };

declare updating function fcn:doDelete($doc as xs:string, $pid as xs:string)
{ do delete doc($doc)//person[./@id=$pid] };

declare updating function fcn:doRename($doc as xs:string, $pid as xs:string,
$newname as xs:string)

{ do rename doc($doc)//person[@id=$pid] into $newname };

declare updating function fcn:doReplace($doc as xs:string, $pid as xs:string,
$newnode as node())

{ do replace doc($doc)//person[@id=$pid] with $newnode };

We tested all four kinds of updates, keeping the granularity
of the updates constant, affecting 100person nodes. For
example, the insert query inXRPC looks as follows:

import module namespace fcn=“tkde” at “http://example.org/tkde.xq”;

fcn:doInsert(“xrpc://p2/xmark200mb.xml”, doc(“Persons100.xml”)/persons)

All updating queries were applied on XMark documents of
200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 MB, respectively. The data set
is stored on one peer, which acts as the remote peer. The total
execution time of all queries are shown in Figure 13.

For all four kinds of update queries,XRPC is significantly
faster than GUP. The relatively small performance differ-
ences between different kinds of updates reflects the Mon-
etDB/XQuery implementation of theXQUF. In Figure 15, the
left-hand-side bars show the time breakdown ofGUP queries,
while the right-hand-side bars show the time breakdown of
XRPC queries. We can conclude that with increasing document
sizes, the absolute benefits ofXRPC grow linearly, which is
caused by the additional full serialisation, network copy,and
shredding for the “Get” phase, followed by full serialisation
and network copy steps in the “Put” phase, performed by the
GUP approach. As the amount of updates is small, the total
bandwidth usage of allGUP queries are approximately twice
the documents size, as shown in Figure 14, whereas theXRPC

query only sends the function parameters and results (tens of
KB).

We finally recall that in all experiments (including the read-
only ones) we used a local area network (LAN); but in a
WAN environment, where much lower network performance
is common, the benefits of our query decomposition techniques

will be larger, as we showed by their strongly reduced network
bandwidth use.

IX. RELATED WORK

There are three main areas that are related to our proposal in
this paper: distributed query processing, query decomposition
and XML projection.

Much previous work in distributed query processing is
surveyed in [19], [37] and parts of the book [25]. In distributed
XML query processing,DXQ [13] depends on distributed
query plans, in terms of the internal Galax execution algebra,
generated by the Galax optimiser. In this respect,XRPC differs
with its focus on interoperability, as it acts as a pureXQUERY

rewriter (not making any assumptions on the system internals
of the participating peers). Galax Yoo-Hoo [24] accesses web
services usingSOAP RPC as the communication protocol,
which lacks proper support forXML elements and sequences;
a problem addressed byXRPC using a specific literalSOAP

message encoding. Active XML (AXML ) [1] is a declarative
framework that harnesses web services for data integrationin
a P2P architecture. LikeXRPC, it also uses a (document/literal
encoding)SOAP protocol to representXML subtree values.
However, the focus inAXML has been in adaptive call ma-
terialisation strategies, not on automatic query decomposition
and the semantic challenges this brings inXQUERY, such
as distributed node identity. XQueryD [28] supports function
shipping inXQUERY like XRPC, but it does not define an open
network protocol.

Decomposing queries to address multiple data sources is
by now a well-studied problem in relational [34] and object-
oriented [15], [20]DBMS. Many of these ideas and methods
can be applied toXQUERY, yet we have shown here that
issues of efficiently managing distributed node identity and
document order add interesting challenges. [30], [31] discuss
the decomposition of unstructured query languages only on
a semi-structured database (a rooted, labeled graph). InXML

databases, previous approaches require structural information
about peers for supervising decomposition [33]. Other works,
e.g., [6], [8], [32] only focus on a restricted subset ofXQUERY

queries. This paper is based on our previous work on de-
composing read-only XQuery queries [40]. As one of the
main goals of our work is to supportfull-fledgedXQuery, in
this paper, we have made our framework more complete by
extending [40] with analysis on how updating queries can be
decomposed. Some preliminary experiments have been done to
show the performance improvements that could be achieved by
executing updates directly on remote documents at the remote
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peers, instead of first retrieving a remote document to the local
peer, then applying updates on the local copy of the document,
and finally put the updated document back to the remote peer.

XML projection [21] drastically reduces the size of the
data model representation using compile-time query charac-
terisation. [5] introduces a preciseXML pruning technique
for a subset ofXQUERY FLWOR expressions, based on the
apriori knowledge of a data guide for underlyingXML data.
However, it does not handleXPATH predicates, backward axes
and XQUERY-like languages. A type-basedXML projection
technique [2] is studied to improve current solutions with
comparable or higher precision and less pruning overhead, as
well as supporting backwardXPATH axes. However, aDTD is
required. [18] discusses runtimeXML projection techniques.
Based on the static compilation of runtime lookup-tables and a
runtime-automaton from projection paths and aDTD, they can
filter the inputXML document efficiently using string matching
algorithms. This technique, however, still lacks support for
reverseXPATH axes andXQUERY built-in functions.

X. CONCLUSION

We have described a framework for distributed execution of
full-fledged XQUERY including XQUF, focusing on the issue
of providing equivalent query decompositions, in the face of
semantic differences when (parts of) nodes are shipped across
the network inXML messages. We first carefully characterised
the problems that may occur regarding node identity and
structural XPATH relationships in such a distributed setting.
Then, we proposed a series of techniques such as pass-by-
fragment and the use of a novel runtimeXML projection
method for serialisingXML messages, that remove virtually
all semantic problems and strongly improve performance, as
shown by experiments on the open-source MonetDB/XQuery
XDBMS (monetdb.cwi.nl). We also discussed the semantics
of updating both local and remote documents usingXQUF

expressions, and additional constraints that should be added
to the proposed techniques to guarantee semantic equivalence
for such queries. Our main future work is an issue left out-
of-scope here: deciding on distributed query placement after
decomposition. In this area, we also contemplate using runtime
methods to improve optimisation quality.
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